HALL-VISIT ACTIVITY

Hint: To help you find the answers, use the guide map found at the back.

1. At the entrance to the Hockey Hall of Fame, you’ll find two larger-than-life statues. One of them is Cyclone Taylor and the other is _________________________________. Using your knowledge of measurement, how tall would you guess the statue is? What clues around the statue did you use to help your estimate?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. In the Hyundai NHL Zone Retro display, you’ll find hockey sweaters from years gone by. Find a sweater belonging to a team that no longer plays in the NHL (if you’re unsure, ask a friend, read the displays or make your best guess). What city did it belong to? How can you tell it’s old?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Did you know that the original ‘Minute Book of the National Hockey League’ is over 100 years old? This book was used to record the rules decided upon when the NHL was first being formed. What are the dates indicated on the front cover?

   a) November 16, 1893 – November 22, 1917
   b) November 22, 1917 – November 7, 1925
   c) November 17, 1925 – October 7, 1927
   d) November 25, 1922 – November 7, 1923

(Hint: you can find this treasured book in the Hyundai NHL Zone Retro display)
4. Hockey equipment has undergone many changes and developments throughout the years. One of those changes is the evolution from thick wool hockey sweaters to the high-tech materials of today.

a) In the Montreal Canadiens Dressing Room, locate the stall of Jacques Plante (#1). Feel the jersey and examine the equipment (mask, pads, and gloves). Now find Patrick Roy (#33). Compare the two sets of equipment below.

b) What are some possible reasons for the changes in equipment?

5. Locate the tallest trophy in the St. Louis Bar & Grill Vintage Hockey Hub area. What is it called? How tall do you think it is?
6. In **Upper Deck Collectors’ Corner**, you’ll find the handprint of someone who has had a huge influence on the game of hockey. Who does this handprint belong to?

If you take a look at the hand print you will notice that it’s autographed. Sign your autograph in the box below:

7. Masks have certainly changed over the years. Look at each display in **The Mask presented by Imports Dragon** and describe which masks you like the most and why.

8. Take a moment to draw your favourite mask in the space below:
Photo Op!

With a classmate test your anchor skills in the TSN/RDS SportsCentre Studio.
Have your teacher take a photo from the outside so it looks like you’re really there!

9. The ‘Golden Goal’ display at the entrance to the National Bank World of Hockey zone shows some important artifacts from the 2010 Vancouver Olympics. In overtime, superstar Sidney Crosby slid the puck past USA goalie Ryan Miller to win the gold medal for Canada! Name three of the artifacts on display:

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

10. Hockey is often referred to as Canada’s game, but the sport is played and loved throughout the world. In the National Bank World of Hockey zone, you’ll find jerseys that belong to many different countries. For the letters listed below, find a country with a jersey on display and give a short description of its colours. The first one is done for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C – Canada</th>
<th>red, white, black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Photo Op!
In one of the corners of the Esso Great Hall, you’ll find a statue of the legendary Lester Patrick pointing the way. Gather around the statue and point just like Lester!
Have your teacher take a photo from the stairs.

11. Guess what! There are eight women who have their names engraved on the Stanley Cup. Look at the display of retired bands in Lord Stanley’s Vault in the Esso Great Hall, and you’ll find the very first woman engraved on the Stanley Cup. What was her name and position with the team? (Hint: look for the Detroit Red Wings 1953-54 Champions)

12. Diamonds! The players lucky enough to win the Stanley Cup are also given their own rings. The rings only get bigger as time goes on. Visit the Stanley Cup Ring display in the Esso Great Hall and choose your favourite ring design and record the team name and championship season.

13. Did you know that many trophies are named after famous people? For example, the Stanley Cup is named after Lord Stanley of Preston who was Canada’s Governor General when he donated the trophy in 1892. A person named after another person, or more broadly, a thing named after a person, is called a namesake.

a) Find another trophy in the Esso Great Hall that is named after an important person. Who was its namesake? What was one thing that was important about them?
b) List an example from something outside of the Hockey Hall of Fame that has a namesake (think of famous buildings, landmarks or even people!)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

14. Look up! The incredible stained glass ceiling above you in the **Esso Great Hall** is over 100 years old. You will find many images and symbols in the dome (including some mythic creatures). Name one image and what it could represent.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

15. My favourite part of the Hockey Hall of Fame is:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
1. Entrance Foyer Displays
2. Hyundai NHL Zone
3. Stanley Cup Dynasties
4. Canadiens Dressing Room
5. TSN Theatre
6. St. Louis Bar & Grill Arena Zone
7. Changing Face of Hockey – Diversity in our Game
8. Vintage Hockey Hub
9. Franchise Alley
10. NHLPA Game Time
11. TSN/RDS Broadcast Zone
12. Video Game Kiosks
13. Upper Deck Collectors’ Corner
14. The Mask presented by Imports Dragon
15. Tim Hortons Theatre
17. Women’s Hockey: Celebrating Excellence
18. Esso Great Hall & NHL Trophies
19. Spirit of Hockey Retail Store
20. Exterior Sculptures